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Apr 03, 2024

                                Q1 2024 UK Oil and Gas Sector Update

                                
                                  The Oil and Gas sector in the UK has seen the following changes in Q1 2024:

how a change of control is treated under a UK licence;
a revised charging scheme for the approval of offshore decommissioning programmes[1]; and
the extension of the windfall tax.

Details of the changes are set out below but the key points to note are:

the change of control authorisations, although not substantially altering the practice for companies that sought comfort letters from the NSTA, introduces an additional administrative step. Companies affected by this change must now ensure that consent is obtained prior to completing transactions which would trigger the change of control provision; and
the adjustment in the decommissioning cost recovery measure and the extension of the windfall tax increases the financial pressure on oil and gas companies. While these policies may appease the public in respect of rising energy bills and ensure that decommissioning programmes are not funded from central budgets, it prompts speculation on how the oil and gas sector will adapt to these additional costs. Further details on the charging regime are essential for industry stakeholders.
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                                UK Corporate Briefing April 2024

                                
                                  Welcome to the Corporate Briefing, where we review the latest developments in UK corporate law that you need to know about. In this month’s issue, we discuss:
FTSE Russell comments on UK Listing Rule Reform

In light of the changes proposed to the UK listing regime, FTSE Russell currently anticipate that the new Equity Share (Commercial Companies) and the Closed Ended Investment Fund categories will replace the Premium segment as the eligible index universe for the FTSE UK Index Series.

FCA transformative proposals for UK Listing Regime – an Update

Following the FCA’s consultation paper in December 2023 with wide reforms to the Listing regime, the FCA has published the remaining draft Listing Rules.

Update report from the Parker Review

An update report from the Parker Review on Ethnic Diversity highlights that 79% of FTSE 250 companies have met the target of at least one minority ethnic director on the board, ahead of the December 2024 deadline.

Pre-emption Group – annual report 2022-2023

The Pre-emption Group has published its finding of the application by FTSE 350 companies of the new Pre-emption Group Statement of Principles, published in November 2022.
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